
Doublesmania I  
 

Dundas Valley G & CC Doubles Club Championship Bonspiel 
 
 

A total of 28 teams entered the Bonspiel to vie for the inaugural Open Doubles Club Championship and the Doublesmania Grand 
Champion.  Thank you to all teams for your support.  As a result, the event will be a 4 Event win/loss format. 

 
Also, due to the number of entries, 4 BYES are needed in the Main Event as well as in the Second Event. 
 
The four (4) teams amongst the entrants with the highest number of belts won during the season are getting the BYES in the 
Main/First Event.  They are Teams Just/Lamb, Matheson/Scott, Reid the Line and Legion of Doom. Congratulations to all!   The 
first game for these 4 teams is on Friday April 22nd while the remaining 24 teams play on Tuesday April 19th. 
 
The losing team of the Main/First Event games 1, 4, 7 and 12 move on to the Second Event and get the BYE in their first game 
in the Second Event.  These teams will not play Friday night and their next game will be Saturday morning.  Please check the 
draw for your game time. 
 
All teams make it to Saturday BUT once you lose you on Saturday, you are eliminated except for the Main/First Event semifinal 
losers will play in the Main/First Event Consolation Final. 
 
The Finals for all Events will be Saturday at 4:30pm and Dinner will follow at 7pm. 
 

Rules for all games   
 

➢ All games except for the Finals will be 6 ends.  All Finals will be 8 ends.  Straight win/loss format 
 

➢ Ties for 6 end games are to be broken by a draw to the button.  One rock for each team with sweeping by the 
throwing team only.  IN THE FINALS, if tied after 8 ends, an extra end(s) towards the glass is to be played.   

 
➢ Game times will be as per draw schedule.   

 
➢ For all games except the FINALS, no new end can begin after 1 hour and 10 minutes, (except for the draw the button 

if tied).  If all rocks have been thrown when the buzzer goes off, you may begin the next end otherwise the game is 
over. 

 
➢ Hammer/choice of colour will be determined by a coin toss, rock/paper/scissors or odd/even number on stopwatch 

(you decide).  Bottom line hamnmer/rock colour is not pre-determined. 
 

➢ Spare rule will remain the same as the regular season. 
 

➢ Good Luck! Good Curling And Have Fun!!! 

 
 


